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We visualize birefringence in µL sample volumes using a microfluidic dialysis chip optimized for cross polarization microscopy.

The chip is composed of two overlapping Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) channels separated by a commercial cellulose ester

membrane. Buffer exchange in the sample chamber is achieved within minutes by dialyzing under continuous reservoir flow.

Using f d virus as a birefringent model system we monitor the f d virus isotropic to liquid crystal phase transition as a function of

ionic strength. We show that the reorientation of the f d virus spans a few 10s of seconds, indicative of a fast ion exchange across

the membrane. Complete phase separation re-organization takes minutes to hours as it involves diffusive virus mass transport

within the storage chamber.

Introduction

Birefringence measurements are widely applied in medical di-

agnostics and bio-material research, as it is a non-destructive,

non-intrusive method that can provide long range structural

information. For example in ex-vivo tissue examinations it is

used to monitor myocardial regeneration1 and to assess ther-

mal injury in cardiac muscle2. Congo Red stained amyloid

fibrils and plaques, like those associated with Alzheimer’s

disease, are birefringent3. Medical diagnostic uses also in-

clude a definitive diagnosis of gout, through identification of

monosodium urate crystals in synovial fluid under polarized

light microscopy4; sperm heads characterization or the selec-

tion of reacted spermatozoa for intra-cytoplasmic sperm injec-

tion5; and optically measuring nerve thickness for the early

detection of glaucoma6.

Cross polarizing microscopy is widely used to character-

ize crystals and liquid crystals in crystallization assays7 and

when mapping phase diagrams of organic and biological sam-

ples8–10 or for example to monitor the assembly of DNA

origami phases11. In such experiments, several variables like

temperature, pH, sample concentrations, ionic strength and

other neutral osmolytes are usually probed. To accurately

determine phase boundaries, repeated sampling is necessary.

Yet, biological samples such as tissue preparations or purified

proteins are often precious.
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A microfluidic dialysis method, which is compatible with

cross polarizing microscopy, could overcome these constraints

of the small sample quantities available and the need for re-

peated sampling. Microfluidic devices with filtration mem-

branes of different pore size provide reversible control over

buffer composition, by exchanging desired solutes based on

their molecular weight. The incorporation of custom and

commercial membranes is common and several alternatives

are available12–14. Such membrane chips have already been

used to study phase transitions10. Also, many spectroscopic

and microscopic methods were successfully integrated with

microfluidic devices in general, including optical tweezers15,

fluorescence microscopy16, raman spectroscopy17, dynamic

and static light scattering18,19, various optical sensors20 and

X-ray diffraction and imaging21. However, the combination

of dialysis with cross polarisation microscopy is challenging,

because dialysis membranes are usually highly birefringent

themselves. Even when the membrane source material is not

polarising, the final membrane can become polarising when

stress induced birefringence is ’frozen’ in during manufactur-

ing or due to anisotropic elasticity of the membrane.

In this paper we describe and validate a cross polarizing

compatible microfluidic dialysis device, using the filamentous

bacteriophage fd as a model system. Our device allows to

combine birefringent-based analysis and diagnostic methods

with the microfluidic advantages of small sample consump-

tion and fast assay rates, which we found to be on the order of

minutes. By choosing the appropriate molecular weight cut-

off, it is easy to exchange buffer without diluting the stored

sample. This allows the efficient study of phase transitions,

like crystallization and gelation. Multiple buffer conditions

may be tested on a single sample by repeatedly exchanging

the reservoir buffer without loading a new sample, if the tran-

sition is reversible as was the case with our fd virus model
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liquid crystals24. A single f d virus can be described as a rod-

like semiflexible charged polymer of length 0.88 µm, hard rod

diameter 6.6 nm, persistence length 2.2 mm and linear charge

density of 10 e−/nm at pH 8.1525. These properties, in ad-

dition to its structural homogeneity, makes it an ideal model

system for studying liquid crystal phase transitions in biopoly-

mers.

Suspensions of f d virus undergo an isotropic to nematic

phase transition26 by simply increasing the ionic strength of

the surrounding buffer at constant virus concentration. This

phase transition was explained by Onsager as occurring at a

volume fraction φIN = 4
Deff

L
, or equivalently, number density

nIN = 16
πL2Deff

. Onsager showed that the virus can be consid-

ered to have a salt dependent hard-rod equivalent diameter,

Deff, which is large at low ionic strength and shrinks towards

the hard rod diameter as ionic strength is increased. If the

f d virus number concentration n > nIN then the sample is ne-

matic, but by raising ionic strength Deff is lowered and there-

fore nIN is increased. If the ionic strength is raised enough

such that the condition n < nIN is achieved, the virus solution

will turn isotropic.

We grew and purified f d virus as described previously27.

A stock solution with 40 mg/ml f d virus in 20 mM Tris-HCl,

pH 8.15 and a dextran volume fraction of φdextran = 0.6 using

dextran with 148 kDa molecular weight was prepared. The

volume fraction was calculated by φdextran = ρ 4
3
πR3

g , where

ρ is the polymer number density and Rg the radius of gy-

ration of dextran. The radius of gyration was approximated

as Rg [Å] = 0.66(M)0.43 = 110 Å, where M is in units of

gr/mol28. f d virus concentrations were determined by U.V.

absorption measurements29, using an extinction coefficient of

A(269nm) = 3.84 for a path length of 1 cm and 1 mg/ml. All

reservoir solutions used contained 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.15,

φdextran = 0.6 and varying concentrations of NaCl. In all ex-

periments we used a CE membrane with 50 kDa molecular

weight cut off to prevent f d virus and dextran leakage across

the membrane, while allowing for fast exchange of ions.

To probe the f d virus phase dependence on ionic strength,

we varied NaCl concentrations, while keeping a constant con-

centration of 40 mg/ml f d virus in the storage layer. At the

initial condition of 0 mM NaCl, the f d virus suspension was in

the nematic phase, which was strongly birefringent and easily

visible using polarization microscopy (Fig. 2a). Tris buffers

with increasing salt concentrations were washed into the reser-

voir from the overhanging vial, while time lapse images were

recorded with the cross polarizing microscope. For each such

buffer exchange we allowed for full liquid crystal phase equi-

libration before introducing a new salt condition to probe the

next point in the phase diagram.

A transition from a single nematic phase to two distinct ne-

matic and isotropic phases was observed at 120 mM NaCl,

in agreement with previous bulk results24. The transition oc-

curred gradually over an hour, with smooth cholesteric lines

slowly being being broken into granular-looking smaller ne-

matic elliptic domains (Fig. 2f, inset). This transition was re-

versible and the single nematic state was restored upon reduc-

ing the present salt concentration to below 100 mM NaCl and

waiting a few hours for complete re-equilibration.

While the equilibrium phases were reproducible regardless

of previous NaCl concentrations, the phase transition kinet-

ics and domain sizes depended strongly on sample history.

Nevertheless, transition kinetics could be divided into two

distinct categories: fast, of duration of several minutes, and

slow, hour-long transitions. When changing salt between any

two concentrations within the range of 0 to 100 mM NaCl,

the virus liquid crystal re-equilibrated within minutes of the

buffer change (Fig. 2a-d). Transitions involving salt con-

centrations exceeding 120 mM NaCl required a few hours

to re-equilibrate (Fig. 2e-f). For example, increasing salt

from 0 to 280 mM NaCl resulted initially in a rapid defor-

mation of nematic domains which caused a substantial de-

crease in the crossed polarized light intensity (Fig. ESI2), fol-

lowed by a slow, hours long transition to isotropic-nematic co-

existence. The latter slow dynamic phase transition gave rise

to re-illuminated crossed polarized light intensity. Further-

more, this co-existence regime was composed of circa 30 µm

long nematic tactoids of elliptic shape that where surrounded

by large areas of isotropic order (Fig. 2f). Similarly, equilibra-

tion took several hours after the salt concentration had been

lowered from 280 mM to below 120 mM NaCl to drive the

transition from the two phase isotropic-nematic coexistence

back to the single nematic phase. However, in this case no

rapid initial response were observed.

It should be noted that the observed hour-long transition

cannot be attributed to ion diffusion. The diffusion coefficient

of NaCl is approximately ∼1.5·103 µm2/s for 0 to 280 mM

NaCl concentration in water30, and is unaffected by f d virus

phase. Since channel height is 200 µm and membrane thick-

ness is 60 µm, complete buffer exchanges should occur within

few minutes.

As mentioned previously, we observed immediate do-

main deformation upon increasing salt concentration (Fig.

ESI2c,d). For the nematic, present as a single phase in the

0-100 mM NaCl range, tilting the device in respect to the

light path showed that dark surfaces were actually nematic

domains with an optical axis parallel to the objective. As the

nematic phase is uniaxial, a sample with the director normal

to the image plane will extinguish light under crossed polariz-

ers. This demonstrates that the rapid decrease in light intensity

observed with increasing NaCl concentrations in the nematic

phase (Fig. 2a-d) is explained by f d virus reorientation. An

optical axis perpendicular to the light path (and parallel to the

chamber walls) was favored in low salt concentrations (Fig.

2h) while the optic axis is perpendicular to the sample walls at
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